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RECENTLY PATENTED INVENTIONS. 

Mechanical. 

saddle particularly adapted to eoreback horses. It con- \ to the said strap at one of its ends and to the throat 
sists of a harness saddle, comprising saddle pads, a metal latch or equivalent portion of the halter; and, further
tree having slotted ends, metal plKtes secured to the I more, to provide a hitching or leading strap having a 

WATER ELEVATOR.- Joseph McMur- inner side of the pads and having slot openings register- I spring attached at one of its ends to the strap, the strap n .. Ma,ge!or InseTWmun<U' tlIiIl headillOnoDolla, II Ii ... 
rin, Shoshone, Ida. The object of the invention is to ing with slots through the pads, clip plates removably passing through the spring, and the spring at its opposite Jo, eacil insertion: about eight word. to a jine. Adver. 

provide a new and improved water elevator or centrifu- secured to the pads, and having hook portions adapted) end being adapted for attachment to the bridle or bit, 
gal pump, which is simple and durable in construction, to pass through the several slot openings, and having I whereby the halter straJ> or hitching or leading strap wlll 
very effective in operation, and arranged to elevate the slot openings through which straps may pass, terrets not be broken when suddenly pulled upon, since, when 
water to any desired height. The invention consists of detachably secured to the tree, and a check hook re- the spring has been pulled to its full length and strength 
two or more pipes or cylinders, located one within the movably secured to the tree. the force will be exerted equally upon the entire length 

ti..st1Tl.entJ must b� received. at publication office as eari1l as 

Thursria1l mornino to appear in th e followina weei.ls Lssue 

Marine Iron WorkS. Cbicago. Catalogue free. 
.1 C. S." metal polish. [ndmnapolis. Samples free. other, and adapted to revolve in opposite directions, the KEYED CITHERN. -Louis K. Dathan, of the strap, thus ?reserving the spring from injury . . In 

pipes being provided with spiral blades. Brooklyn, N. Y. The invention relates to citherns and fact, when the spflng has been pulled out and recelves Presses & Dies. Ferracute Macll. Co., Bridgeton.:-I. J. 
SAW GUIDE.-Wrenny Peake and Ed- the like, and its object is to provide a new and improved all the strain it will bear, the horse will then be pulling Screw machines, millinl! macnmes. and drill presses. 

ward C. Inderlied, Rock Rift, N. Y. This invention re- musical instrument arranged for the performer to manip- directly on the whole length of the strap and spring Tbe Garvin �lacb. r:o .. Lai"ht IUld Canal Sts .. New York. 
lates to a guide for a cross·cut saw adapted to be ope- ulate a keyboard in order to pick the desired strings in combined. The celebrated" Hornsby-Akroy d "Patent Safety Oil rated by a single person in sawing a log, and the object such a manner that any desired forte or pianissimo is PHOTOGRAPHIC S H U  T T E R. - Oscar Enl/ine is built by tbe De La I'ergne Retril/erating Ma
is to provide a simple device adapted to engage and ex produced. The invention consists principally of a key- Friese, Berlin, Germany. The invention relates to cer- cbme Company. Foot of East 138tb Street, New York. 
ert a downward pressure on tt.e saw at the side of tne log I board provided with keys cap.able of independent move- tain improvements in photographic shutters, adapted to 'rbe best bo ok for eleCtrICian. a nd beginners in elec. opposite that at which the sawyer stands. In brief, the ment toward and from the strmgs, but connected to move be employed for regulating the exposnre of the sensi- tricity is" lllxperimental Science;' by Geo. 11. Hopkins. invention consists of a saw guide, comprising an anchor sidewise in nnison, and each carrying a picker adapted tized film in cameras, and the object of the invention is By mail. $4, �lunn & r:o .• \lul>lisbere.361 Broadway. N. Y. 
plate adapted to be secured to a log, an arm curved up- to engage the corresponding string with more or less to provide a device of this character of a simple and in
ward between its ends and baving pivotal connection force, according to the position of the key& and their expensive construction, which shall be adapted to be 
witb the anchor plate, and guide fingers on the free end pickers relatively to the strings. conveniently manipulated, so as to produce either an 
of said arm. NEWSP APER ADVERTISING INDEX. _ instantaneous or time exposure, the construction being 

Miscellaneous. 
George W. Leesnitzer, Washington, D. C. The adver- such that the shutter may be made of any desired size, 
tising index is designed for the use of newspapers. This so as to give the best results with any lens. The inven
device is based upon an economic idea. which, it is tion consists in a shutter having a series of pivoted 

Stay wit.h your job. and with your wag(=l8 pay install
ments for a prOfitable olive orcbard. Booklet free. 
Whiting's Olive Colony. Byrne Building, Los Angeles, 
Cal. 

Mechanical in ventions practically developed aod 
manufactured. Working drawiu/1:s and estimates fur
nisbed. Terms reasonable. Hepburn & Co., 34 Elm 
Street, Newark, N. J. TREMOLO ATTA CHMENT FOR STRINGED claimed, will greatly enhance the value of advertising parallel strips arranged side by side, and adapted when 

MUSICAL lNsTRuMENTs.-Clarence E lwood Pryor, New goods and wares. It consists of a classification of the moved to position at right angles to the sensitized General Contractors-Make more money. Investil/atc York, N. Y. Tbe object of the invention is to provide a items offered by the different advertisers. These item" surface to permit free passage of the reflected light be- Ransome's Concl'ete Construction. Easily learned. Libnew and improved tremolo autobarp attachment for are grouped under their proper headings in the columns, tween them, but when moved in the reverse direction to eral terms for exclusive rights. RaRsome & i:lmitb Co., pianos and other stringed musical instruments which is and the whole is provided with an index. In the fold flat against one another, so as to exclude the light 758 Monadnock Block. Cbicago. 
simple and durable in construction, very effective in crowded advertising columns of any large journal the from the lens to which the shutter is applied, and means J'i\'-I;end for new and complete catalol/ue ot Scientific operation, entirely independent of the hammers or otber reader, nnder this plan, can as readily refer to any item for actuating said strips simultaneously to open and and other Books f o r sale by Munn & Co .. 361 Broadway. parts of the action, and arranged to enable tbe player to as he could to a word in the dictionary. It also practi. close the shutter. New York. Free on allplieation. readily tbrow it out of action and vary the tremolo effect, cally dispenses witb the use of display headlines, thus INKSTAND.-Rollo M. Badger, Sayre. as desired. It consists of a tremolo attachment for effecting, in many instances, a large saving to tbe adver- Pa. This invention relates to certain improvements in string-ed musical instruments, comprising an eccentrically tiser. inkstands, and particularly III that class of such devices mounted drum under tqe control of the performer, a net- d h . th ting attached to the said drum, and bodies suspended SAFETY ENVELOPE. - Mary Clarke, commonly known:as "pneumatic"inkstan s, w erem e 
from the said netting, and adapted to move in and out New York City. 'rhis invention relates to certain im- ink is supplied from the ink reservoir to the well or cup 
of contact with the piano strings. Provements in safety envelopes, such as are especially de- proportionately as it is used from such cup or well, and 

signed for mailing purposes, and the object of the inven- the object of the invention is to provide a device of 
SUNSHADE FOR BICYCLES. -George A. tion is to provide an envelope of a simple and inexpen- this character of a simple and inexpensive construction, 

Conklin, Blairstown, Iowa. l'his invention relates to sive character which shall be adapted to effectually guard which shall be adapted to be conveniently adjusted to 
certain improvements in that class of sunshades or para- against tampering with letters, etc., the envelope being regnlate the supply of ink from the reservoir to the well. 
sols whicb are especially designed for use on bicycles and so constructed as to indicate at once whetber it has been The invention consists in an inkstand composed of two 
similar vehicles, and the object of the invention is to pro- tampered with. It consist.s of an envelope having end parts, the upper part being hollow and forming a reser
vide a device of this character of a simple and inexpen- I flaps-a bottom flap and a sealing flap-said end flaps voir for the ink, the lower part being adapted to rest on 
sive construction which shall be adapted to be folded and bottom flap being secured together and the bottom a supporting surface and forming a stopper for the neck 
compactly and which shall be at once light and strong flap being provided wirh a slit, the sealing flap being of the said reservoir, said lower part being provided with 
and capable of convenient application and adjustment to formed at its central portion with cuts extending inward an ink well, the upper part being held in an inverted po
secure it III place. Tbe invention consists in a sleeve from its edges, whereby a tongue is formed at tbe central si.tion o� the lower P�t t or C?p, said sections being p.ro
having means for securing it in place to the frame or portion thereof, said tongue baving its end even with vlded With pas.sages lormed III them an� communicatmg 
bandle bar of tbe bicycle or equivalent vebicle, a folding the edge of tbe sealing flap and having at its opposite between the mk well and the re�ervOlr, and controlled 
parasol having a stem slidable in said sleeve and spring sides rearwardly projecting locking ears, the edges of the by the movement of one part relatively to the other. 
retainers arranged on said stem and adapted to engage sealing flap on opposite sides of said central tongue being I CHECK STUB HOLDER. - Thomas W. apertures in said sleeve to bold the parasol in an elevated gummed and adapted to be sealed down on tbe bottom Kimball, New York City. Tbis invention relates to de" or lowered position. flap, and said tongue being adapted, when the sealing flap vices for holding the stubs of checks compactly in en-

WINDOW CLEANUi"G CHAIR.-Henry G. is closed, to pass through the slit in the bottom flap to gagement with the cover of a check book, and the object 
Wilmerling, Brooklyn, N. Y. Tbe invention relates to bring said ears into engagement witb the edges of the is to provide a device of simple and comparatively inex
an improvement in window cleaning cbairs, and the ob- said slit. pensive construction, which may be quickly and easily 
ject of the invention is to provide a chair of exceedingly SAFE ATTACHIIIENT. -A braham 0 bern _ attached to a check book, and 80 constructed that a stub 
simple and durable construction and capahle of being dorf, Jr., Centralia, Kan. The object of the invention �ay be. easily inserted un�erncath the holder without 
expeditiously and conveniently applied to a window is to provide a device, in the nature of a portable attaCh-

I 

dlsturbmg t�e st�bs prevI�usly placed underneath the 
frame and sill in such manner that the chair will be ment, which, when placed in a safe, vaul t, or strong same. The mvenbon compflse.s a spring tongue adapted 
held firmly and securely in position, and furthermore to room, will, in the event of an attempt by burglars to 

I 
for removable engagement With the cover of a �heck 

so construct tbe chair that It may be adjusted to window blow open the same, cause the generation of a stifling' bo�k to e�gage the �t.u bs turned thereon, and consists of 
sills of different widths. In brief, the invention consists and poisonous gas which will make it impossible for a smgle pIBce of resllIBnt metal. 
of a base bar terminating at one end in a bracket adapted the burglar to live in the atmosphere of the same, and Desi�� .. " for engagement with the inner sill of a window, a seat thus preclude him from making away with the booty. DESIGN FOR A MAT FOR PICTURES.-ha ving sliding movement on the said bar and provided l'he invention consists in the construction and arrange
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(68S9) C .. F. T. asks: Has the SCIEN-
TIFIC AMERICAN published any data concerning con· 
struction of coils for production of X rays? I desire to 
make a coil to give 3 or 4 inch spark and would like some 
information as to best proportions and insulation. A. 
We have published very exhaustive papers on the snb
ject of X ray work with many illustrations. In SCIEN
TIFIC AMERICAN,7, 10, 12, and 14, of vol. 74, also SuP
PLEMENT, Nos. 1050, 1054, 1055, 1056, 1057, 1058, 1065, 
and 1067; price 10 cents eacb by mail. We do not advise 
the making by an amateur of so large a coil, as special 
difficult"s are involved in its construction. 

with a standard at Its inner end attacbed to its bottom ment of such portable device, which may be hung up Augusta Wells, Berkeley, Col. The leading feature of 
and having a foot bar for en�gement with the outer sill or detachably fixed in any safe or vault already in use, the design comists of the border of flowers at the open-
01 a window, an arm extended outward from the foot bar, and without regard to the construction of the same, and ing in the mat, the edge of the mat at the said opening 
a slide on said arm for the base bar and a lock lever car- which device serves to utilize the concussl'on to set off following the lines of the inner edge of the border of 

89 F B I h I ' f h d . . th 'd b d (6 0) L. , • asks: n t e ast Issue ried by the sear and adapted for engagement with the or release a trigger and hammer mechanism that in turn flowers. A minor feature 0 t e eSlgnls e sal or er 
of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN there w a s  an article o n  said base bar. breaks the bottle, or bottles, or tubes, containing the of flowers appearing in relief. 

TROUSERS STRETCHER. - William J. reagents from which the deadly gas is evolved. DESIGN FOR AN UMBRELLA STAND.--
McCoy, Santa Barbara, Cal. The invention relates to an VENETIAN BLIND ROLLER SUPPORT. Michael J. Collins, N ew York City. A leading feature 
improved device for stretching the legs of trousers to re- -Charles L. Miller, New York. In the ordinary metbod of the design resides in the stand comprising the base, 
move wrinkles in the cloth and preserve correct form of of banging Venetian blind rollers, tbe said rollers are the back, the top piece and the vertical spindles between 
the garment, and has for its object to provide a novel, unsupported intermediate of their ends, and it is found the base and the top piece. Another leading feature is 
simple and inexpensive device wbich will be adapted for that when long rollers are employed they will sag at the the continuous and pendent spindles between tbe base 
a convenient application, and that in pairs will, when in middle, and thus prevent an easy action of tbe same and and the top piece of the stand. 
position, produce a crease at the front and rear faces of the also cause the slats of the blind to curve at the center. DESIGN FOR A FRAME FOR BICYCLE 
legs of trouBers to which the duplicate stretchers are ap- The object 'of the invention is to prevent these difficul- SADDLEs.-William C. Smith, New York City. In genplied and remove wrinkles from other portions of the same. ties or objections; and, broadly stated, the invention eral contour the saddl3 frame is approximately oval, and In brief, the invention consists in a trousers stretcher, consists in an intermediate hanger or support for a 

I 
its front portion is inclined gradually forward from the 

of the combination witb two stretcher bars longitudi- Venetia� blind roller. In brief� it comprises a roller for ends in direction of the. transverse center of the fram�, 
nally slotted between their ends, of a connecting link a Venetian blmd, made In sectIOns, and a hanger plate meeting at the latter pOInt what appears as an abbrevIconsisting of two plates having their ends projected into having a pivotal connection with a portion extended be- ' ated pommel. The bottom of the frame is apparently the slots and pivoted to the bars, one of said plates being tween the adjacent ends of said roller sections, and dish shaped at the cheeks and is of riddled appearance. provided with slot openings and the otber provided with having a fastening device at its upper end adapted to be In the transverse center of tbe body of the frame is a 
projections to engage in the slots, whereby the two plates engaged with a device secured to a window casmg. pear shaped opening, commencing at tbe cantle portion 
will be held in parallelism when adjusted. TROUSERS GUARD FOR BICYCLE RI- of the frame and leading to the representation of the 

BICYCLE SUPPORT.-Stuart A. Brown, DERS.-Robert Severs Bowman, Berwick, Pa. The im- pommel, while the marginal surface of the exterior of 
Hubbardston, Mass. The object of the invention is to proved guard, or clasp, is designed and adapted to clamp the body of the frame, the corresponding portion of the 
provide a new and improved bicycle support whicb is the slack fold of the trousers leg and bold it drawn pommel projection, together witb the margin of the 
simple and durable in construction and arranged to en- smoothly without wrinkling or destroying the "crease " opening, are correspondingly bounded by a border, 
able the rider to quickly bring the support in action, to formed in the front portion of the same. The guard is which border apparently rises from the body of the 
hold the wheel in an upright position on the road or otber constructed of a circular body portion for embracing the frame and 18 intended to represent a flange. 
place. The invention consists principally of a pair of leg of the user, and a clasp or clamp proper for receiving NAPKIN RING.-J. Hasselbring, Brook-legs mounted to swiug transversely on the sides of the and holding the fold of the trousers leg. lyn, N. Y. ThB leading feature of the design consists in bicycle frame, said legs being normally folded up against AXLE.-J ahn R. Henry, H omer City, an open work ornament extending transversely of 
the sides of the frame and adapted to swing downward the ring, at the outside tbereof, with the ends of th' f . h h Pa. The invention relates to certain improvements in to engage elr ree ends Wit t e ground on opposite the ornament proJ'ectin� beyond the edges of the 'd f th f axles, and has for its object to provide in part an axle of " St es 0 e rame. a convenient and inexpensive construction adapted to be ring. Another feature of the design consists in the 

SAFETY POCKET. - Charlotte Melisse manufactured without requiring tbe axletree to be forged, external annular beads arranged at the edges of the 
Johnson, Charleston, W. Va. The object of the invention which .hall at the same time be at once simple and of ring and in contact with the middle portion of the orna
Ie to provide a pocket fox garments of all kinds which sufficient strength, and in part to provide an axle having ment to maintain an unbroken continuity of the ring in 
will prevent the accidental loss of articles contained means for conveniently and securely attaching thereto the rear of the said middle portion of the ornament. 
therein by dropping out wben stooping down or by hav· the hub of the wheel. The invention consists in an DESIGN FOR A WEEDER. -- Rufus J. ing the pockets picked, and it consists in a pocket having axle having an axletree of bar iron, such, for example, Lipe, Delta, Colo. The leading feature of the design transversely arranged about its body portion a constrict- as is common in the market, said axle!ree having me- consists of the zigzag blade. tbe ends of which range ing band of elastic materially arranged upon the exterior tallic sleeves secured to its ends and adapted to receive forwardly and terminate in upward side extenSions, the of the pocket and held in place by retaining keepers, the wheel hubs, the said hubs and sleeves being secured bow departing rearwardly from, and disposed at, an inwhich, while preventing the band from coming off alto- together by a simple attaching device. clination to the said upward extensions of the blade and getber, will nevertheless allow it to adjust its If along HALTER.-Charles H. Allen and Harry I the tang, the lines of which depart rearwardly from the the body of the pocket, according to the volume of con· C. Maltby, Chicago, Ill. The inventlon relates to an im' l center of the buw. tents of the pocket. provement in halters, having for its object to construct NOTE. -Copies of any of the above patents will be 

HARNESS SADDLE. -Otto F. Seyfarth, a halter from a single piece of material, and furthermore I furnished by Munn & Co., for 10 cents eacb. Please 
New York City. The invention relates to improvements to provide for a running noose loop and a hitching or. send name of the patentee, title of invention, and date 
in barness saddles, and the object is to provide a harness ! leadin!l: strap spring controlled, the spring being attached I of this paper. 
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"Improvements in Crookes Tubes." Could y o u  give any 
information in regard to the size of tube, coil, and 
amount of electricity required? Do you publish any 
papers on the Roentgen photography and X ruys? Can 
an armature do anything with this X ray discovery ? A. 
For papers on the Roentgen photograpby we refer you to 
our SUPPLEMENT and SCIENTIFIC AMERlCAN, as in 
above query. An ordinary armature is not sufficient to 
give the requisite potential. 

(6891) p, C. T. a�ks: 1. What are the 
types 0 f rotary interrupters for induction coils? A. 
Rotary interrupters are built on the e-eneral lines of a 
commutator. 2. Is Elihu Thomson's air blast for the 
same purpose as tbe D. McFarlan Moore method of pro
ducing interruptions in a vacuum? If not, what is it 
for? If so, which is considered best? A. Not exactly. 
Thomson's air blast simply blows out the arc. Moore'S 
is used to produce a sharp break primarily, but in his 
work very delicate questions of balance are also involved. 
His air break is described in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, 
No.9, vol. 74. 3. If ordinary induction coil (with core) 
were excited by alternating current, would the effects 
be practically the same? A Yes. 4. Should condenser 
be used? A. Yes. 5. If coil was excited by say a cur· 
rent of 500 volts, would the secondary be of correspond
ing higher voltage than if excited by two cells of bat
tery? A. Approximately. 

(6892) G. H. asl,s : 1. Is a field efficient 
for motor or dynamo if polar extremities and yoke are 
of soft gray iron and waist of laminated iron? A. The 
laminated wai"t will. however, have a bad effect in the 
case of a dynamo in preventing self ·excitation. The 
laminations must be at right angles to the windings. " 
A creeping vine runntIlg along and covering the outside 
walls of a house, have they a tendency towara makIng 
these walls damp or do they make damp walls dry? A. 
This is rather an open question. In summer itt< effect 
would doubtless tend to the direction of dampness by ex
cluding sunlight from the wall. 

(6893) G. O. B. asks: 1. Can you in
form me where I can secure working drawings with de
scription of methods of insulating and construction, size, 
wire ratio, etc., for a coil to give not less than a 4 to 6 
inch spark? Either SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT 
or some good practical book on the construction and 
operation of induction coils. I have a current of 4 am
peres at 55 volts pressure, with which I want to operate 
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